An alternative to the Big Bang cosmologies is obtained by the Big Bounce cosmologies. In this paper, we study a bounce cosmology with a Type IV singularity occurring at the bouncing point, in the context of F (R) modified gravity. We investigate the evolution of the Hubble radius and we examine the issue of primordial cosmological perturbations in detail. As we demonstrate, for the singular bounce, the primordial perturbations originating from the cosmological era near the bounce, do not produce a scale invariant spectrum and also the short wavelength modes, after these exit the horizon, do not freeze, but grow linearly with time. After presenting the cosmological perturbations study, we discuss the viability of the singular bounce model, and our results indicate that the singular bounce must be combined with another cosmological scenario, or should be modified appropriately, in order that it leads to a viable cosmology. The study of the slow-roll parameters leads to the same result, indicating the singular bounce theory is unstable at the singularity point, for certain values of the parameters. We also conformally transform the Jordan frame singular bounce, and as we demonstrate, the Einstein frame metric leads to a Big Rip singularity. Therefore, the Type IV singularity in the Jordan frame, becomes a Big Rip singularity in the Einstein frame. Finally, we briefly study a generalized singular cosmological model, which contains two Type IV singularities, with quite appealing features.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the very interesting questions posed in modern theoretical cosmology is whether the Universe was created in an initial singular state, or whether the Universe oscillates in a bouncing-like way, so the dilemma is, did the Universe started with a Big Bang or with a Big Bounce? Put in other words, does the Universe evolves according to the standard inflationary paradigm, for which an initial singularity exists, or the Universe is described by a cosmological bounce, in which case the Universe has no initial singularity. This question is one of the most interesting questions in modern theoretical cosmology, and in order to be answered correctly, a lot of different theoretical disciplines has to be used, and also supplemented by observational data. The successes of the standard inflationary scenario are quite many, for example the horizon and flatness problems are resolved, see for example [1, 2] for some review articles and important papers on this vast research topic. However, the recent observations [3] , do not necessarily prove that inflation indeed took place. Particularly, the observations indicate that the power spectrum of primordial curvature fluctuations is nearly scale invariant, but this is not an indication of an inflationary era. On the antipode of the inflationary paradigm stands the big bounce cosmological theory, which supports that the Universe undergoes in two eras of acceleration, the contracting era and the expansion era, and in between these eras, the Universe reaches a minimum size, at which it bounces off. In the literature, the bounce cosmology paradigm has been extensively studied during the last twenty years, for an incomplete list, see for example [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the context of bouncing cosmology, it is also possible to have a nearly scale invariant power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations, as is the case for the matter bounce scenario [12, 13] . But the most appealing feature of the big bounce paradigm is that the initial singularity problem, from which the Big Bang scenario suffers, is consistently alleviated.
In principle, the singularities in physical theories and in general relativity, can be viewed as an "embarrassing" feature for the physical description, since the physical description actually fails to describe consistently the physical phenomenon at the singularity point. In some sense it reveals that the physical description at the singularities fails, so a new more fundamental theory is needed, in the context of which, the singularity will not appear. One characteristic example of this is the singular potential for a point charge, like the electron, in which case the singularity is resolved in the quantum electrodynamics description, since the electron self-interaction consistently solves the problem.
In general relativity though, there exist various types of singularities, with most commonly studied being the singularities of black holes. The singularities occurring in gravitational collapse, like the singularities in black holes, are spacelike singularities, and received much attention and publicity, mainly because of the fascinating and appealing status of black holes. In cosmology though there are also finite time singularities, which are timelike singularities, and are not so much publicly known, except for the initial singularity in the Big Bang scenario. All types of singularities are described very consistently by the Hawking-Penrose theorems [14] . The spacelike singularities commonly occur during the gravitational collapse of massive objects [15] , while timelike singularities have a more "cosmic" effect, since these lead to global phenomena which affect all physical quantities which can be defined on a three dimensional spacelike hypersurface. Usually the spacelike singularities are crushing types singularities and for which the curvature scalars strongly diverge. However, in cosmology there are various types of finite-time singularities, which were firstly classified and systematically studied in [16] . The most severe from a phenomenological point of view is the Big Rip singularity [17] , but there are three more singularities, the Type II, III and Type IV singularities. All except from the last one, lead to singular physical quantities on the three dimensional spacelike hypersurface that is defined by the singularity point. However, the last one, the Type IV does not lead to catastrophic events with regards to the observable quantities. For recent and earlier studies on this type of singularity, see for example [16, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Milder singularities of this type were studied initially in Ref. [25] , where it was shown that, contrary to what expected at that time, closed universes obeying ρ + 3p > 0 and ρ > 0, need not to recollapse, due to the fact that the Universe might experience a pressure singularity before an expansion maximum of the Universe is achieved. Later the milder singularities types, were developed in [26] and [27] , where they were called sudden singularities. The Type IV singularity has no effect on the observable quantities, but however it affects severely the dynamical evolution of the cosmological system, as was demonstrated in [22] [23] [24] . One big difference between the crushing type singularities and the Type IV singularity is that for the former ones, geodesics incompleteness occurs at the singularity point, a feature which is of course absent for the Type IV singularity. Therefore, the Universe will smoothly pass through the singular point and only it's dynamics will be affected, but not the physical quantities that characterize it. Specifically, when we refer to dynamics, we mean the slow-roll parameters which determine the dynamical evolution of the cosmological system [28] . As was demonstrated in [21] [22] [23] , for a Type IV singularity it is possible that the slow-roll parameters diverge and hence the system becomes dynamically unstable, since the slow-roll expansion breaks down at the singularity, and possibly at a higher order of the slow-roll expansion. This instability may indicate that graceful exit from inflation may be triggered in some cases, see for example [22, 23] . In addition, for a non-singular bounce, it was demonstrated in [29] , that the Big Rip singularity is avoided, and also the Type II and III singularities are also avoided, see [29] for details.
In this paper we shall be interested in the simplest form of a cosmological bounce model which will incorporate a Type IV singularity. Particularly, the Type IV singularity will be chosen to occur at exactly the bouncing point. In Ref. [23] we investigated how this singular bounce can be realized in the context of vacuum F (R) modified gravity (for review, see [30] ), and we use the results of that work to further analyze the singular bounce in the Jordan frame. Our first task in this work is to study the power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations. Of course before calculating the power spectrum and the corresponding spectral index, we investigate the specifics of the singular bounce cosmological evolution, emphasizing on finding the era at which the primordial perturbations are generated. As we evince, in the case at hand, the cosmological evolution is very different than the standard inflationary paradigm, since the evolution of the Comoving Hubble radius is totally different. Particularly, at the singularity point, the Hubble horizon is infinite, and as time grows, it shrinks eventually. The short wavelength modes, which are relevant for present day's observations, are well inside the Hubble horizon at the singularity point. These short wavelength modes eventually exit the Hubble horizon at a later time, but still very near to the singular bouncing point. The cosmological perturbations are calculated, using standard techniques, and also by assuming that these originate from quantum vacuum fluctuations. As we demonstrate, the power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations is not scale invariant, and actually cannot be for any physical value of the parameters used. This is one of the shortcomings of the singular bounce scenario, since there are some features of the singular bounce that make it not so appealing, at least if it is not combined with other cosmological scenarios. Particularly, another not so appealing feature is that when the short wavelength modes exit the Hubble horizon, these actually do not freeze for the singular bounce, but grow linearly with time. In addition, the fact that the Hubble horizon continuously shrinks for the singular bounce, indicates that the singular bounce can only be viable only if combined with other cosmological scenarios, but by itself it yields a not so appealing cosmological evolution. Of course we need to note that our calculations were performed for cosmic times near the bounce, and therefore our results are only approximations near the bounce. Also, the calculation of the cosmological perturbations and therefore of the corresponding power spectrum, was performed by using a linear approximation for the perturbations. It is possible that these approximations are not valid, and in such a case, the singular bounce might describe an era before the era for which cosmological perturbations with relevance to today's observations are generated. For example, the singular bounce might describe the quantum era, which is followed by another cosmological scenario, as was done in Refs. [31] (see also [32] for an F (R) gravity description). After the cosmological perturbations study, we investigated how the slow-roll indices behave in the case of a Type IV singularity. As we demonstrate, some of the slow-roll indices blow-up at the singularity, and therefore this clearly indicates that the cosmological system becomes dynamically unstable. Notice that this does not mean that the observational indices become singular, since the observational indices are expressed in terms of the slow-roll indices, only when these are much smaller than one. In addition, we investigate how the Jordan frame singular bounce behaves when conformally transformed in the Einstein frame. As we evince, the Type IV singularity of a Jordan frame F (R) gravity becomes a Big Rip singularity in the Einstein frame. We need to note that the singular bounce we studied was the simplest case of a cosmological evolution that can incorporate a Type IV singularity, and as we demonstrated it does not suffice to produce a viable cosmology. To this end, our final study for this paper involves a model of cosmological evolution which has two Type IV singularities occurring in two different time instances. We briefly discuss it's qualitative features and we investigate how the equation of state behaves for this model. As we demonstrate, the model can describe both the early and late-time acceleration eras, but also the matter domination era. The phenomenological consequences of the model are particularly interesting since at early times it is approximated by the Starobinsky R 2 inflation model [33] , which is compatible with the latest Planck data [3] . We need to note that the present work is qualitatively but also quantitatively different from our work [22] , since form a qualitative point of view, inflation is replaced by a bouncing cosmology and from a quantitative point of view, the slow-roll indices in the present work, do not suffice to determine the power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations, which have to be calculated explicitly by calculating the comoving curvature perturbation from scratch.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In section II we present in brief all the essential information with regards to finite time singularities, and we also give a brief description of the simplest singular cosmological evolution, which is also a bouncing cosmology. In section III, we study in detail the cosmological perturbations of the singular bounce model in the context of F (R) gravity. In addition, we discuss the flaws of the model and also suggest possible modifications that could render the model more appealing from a phenomenological point of view. Our study also involves a deep analysis of the Hubble horizon behavior for the singular bounce model. In section IV, we investigate how the singular bounce behaves in the Einstein frame, after conformally transforming the Jordan frame metric. In section V we study the behavior of the slow-roll indices in detail, by also calculating the Hubble slow-roll indices. We discuss the implications of the Type IV singularity on the slow-roll indices, and we stress the fact that the implications do not affect the observational indices, but only affect the dynamics. Finally, in section VI we present in brief a very appealing cosmological model, which has two Type IV singularities occurring at two different time instances. As we demonstrate, in this case the resulting Type IV singular theory may lead to a very promising and phenomenologically viable cosmological model. The conclusions along with a discussion on potential applications or modifications of our work, follow in the end of the paper.
The conventions we shall adopt in this paper are the following: For simplicity we shall assume that the geometric background is a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background, with it's line element being,
with a(t) denoting the scale factor. Moreover, we shall assume that the connection is a symmetric, torsion-less and metric compatible affine connection, the Levi-Civita connection. In addition, the Ricci scalar for the metric (1) reads,
where H is the Hubble rate which is defined as H =ȧ/a.
II. ESSENTIALS OF FINITE-TIME SINGULARITIES AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SINGULAR BOUNCE
A. Finite-time Singularities and Geometric Conventions
Before we describe the cosmological evolution of the singular big bounce model we shall study in this paper, it is worth recalling some essential features of the finite-time singularities and also describe in brief the singular bounce. For more details on the finite-time singularities, we refer the reader to Ref. [16] . The classification of finite-time singularities was firstly done in Ref. [16] , according to which we have four different types of finite-time singularities, which are the following:
• Type I ("Big Rip Singularity"): From the four types of finite-time singularities, it is the most "severe", with regards to it's phenomenological implications, since all the physical quantities that can be defined on a constant time, three dimensional spacelike hypersurface, diverge at the singularity instance. Particularly, the singularity is a timelike singularity which occurs as the cosmic time approaches a time instance t s , and when t → t s , the scale factor a(t) of the metric, the effective pressure p eff and the effective energy density ρ eff strongly diverge, that is, a → ∞, |p eff | → ∞ and ρ eff → ∞. For an important stream of research articles for this type of singularity, we refer to Refs. [17] .
• Type II ("Sudden Singularity"): This type of singularity was firstly studied in [26, 27] , and in this case, the effective energy density ρ eff and the scale factor a(t) are both finite, and only the effective pressure diverges, that is a → a s , ρ eff → ρ s but |p eff | → ∞.
• Type III: This is the second in order of the most severe singularities, and in this case, both the effective pressure and the effective energy density diverge, as t → t s , that is, |p eff | → ∞ and ρ eff → ∞, but the scale factor is finite, that is, a → a s .
• Type IV: The most interesting due to it's phenomenological implications. In the case that a Type IV singularity occurs at some time instance, the Universe can smoothly pass through it, without the physical quantities becoming divergent. This singularity affects the dynamics of the cosmological evolution, since it may cause the slow-roll indices to diverge [22] [23] [24] . For this singularity, the scale factor of the metric a(t), the energy density ρ eff , and finally, the pressure |p eff | remain finite, that is, a → a s , ρ eff → ρ s and |p eff | → p s . Moreover, the Hubble rate and it's first derivative are also finite, but only the higher derivatives of the Hubble rate diverge. For some recent studies on the implications of the Type IV singularity, we refer the reader to [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
B. A Brief Description of the Singular Bounce
In this paper we shall assume that the Universe's evolution is described by a singular bounce, with Hubble rate,
where f 0 an arbitrary positive constant, t s an arbitrary time instance and α a real constant parameter that will be specified below. We shall assume that t s ∼ 10 −35 , so the cosmic time t ∼ t s describes an era that belongs to the early-time evolution. Also note that the parameter f 0 may affect the power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations. The scale factor corresponding to the Hubble rate of Eq. (3), is equal to,
where we normalized the scale factor, so that a(t s ) = 1. In order to avoid unnecessary confusion, it is obvious that in order for a bounce to occur, the Hubble rate during the contacting phase should be negative, and also the scale factor should be real for all cosmic times. Hence we assume that α has the following form,
where n and m are integers, and hence a bounce occurs and also the scale factor is real for all cosmic times 1 . The values of the parameter α determine what type of singularity occurs in the evolution. Specifically, the following cases determine the singularity structure of the cosmological evolution:
• When α < −1, the cosmological evolution develops a Type I singularity (Big-Rip) at t s .
• When −1 < α < 0, the cosmological evolution develops a Type III singularity at t s .
• When 0 < α < 1, the cosmological evolution develops a Type II singularity at t s .
• When α > 1, the cosmological evolution develops a Type IV singularity at t s .
In the way we chose the Hubble rate (3), the Type IV singularity and the bouncing point both occur at t = t s . Therefore, hereafter when we refer to the bouncing point and to the point that the singularity occurs, we refer to the same thing. In addition we shall assume that α > 1, in order that the cosmological evolution develops a Type IV singularity.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE COSMOLOGICAL EVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION OF COSMOLOGICAL SCALAR PERTURBATIONS: THE F (R) GRAVITY PICTURE
The singular bounce of Eq. (3), can be generated by a vacuum F (R) gravity (sometimes, called Jordan frame) , as was demonstrated in Ref. [23] . Particularly, assuming a vacuum F (R) action of the form,
and by using the reconstruction techniques of Refs. [34] [35] [36] , it was demonstrated in Ref. [23] , that the F (R) gravity which describes the singular bounce cosmology of Eq. (3), near the singularity point, that is for t → t s , is equal to,
where the parameters a 1 and a 2 are positive parameters and their explicit form can be found in the Appendix A.
Having at hand the vacuum F (R) gravity that generates the singular bounce (3), the focus in this section is twofold. Firstly, we shall describe in detail the cosmological evolution that the singular bounce implies, by studying the evolution of the Comoving Hubble radius r H = 1 a(t)H(t) , and secondly we shall investigate the behavior of the scalar primordial curvature perturbations near the singularity point, that is near t ≃ t s . As we demonstrate, the singular bounce picture is completely different from the inflationary picture.
A. Cosmological Evolution of the Singular Bounce and Comparison with Inflationary Picture
In order to understand the cosmological evolution in the context of the singular bounce (3), and also the evolution of the corresponding perturbations, it is worth recalling the inflationary picture [1, 2] .
The standard Big Bang cosmology was problematic because the problem of initial conditions could not be sufficiently explained, that is, to explain why the Universe appears to be homogeneous in large scale and nearly flat. In addition, there exist large portions of the observed Universe that are similar, with regards to their homogeneity, but these seem that they could not be causally connected in the past, if the Big Bang cosmological evolution is adopted. The inflationary cosmology evolution offered an elegant and consistent description with which, these problems were solved.
Particularly, in the context of inflationary cosmology, the primordial perturbations of the comoving curvature, which originate from quantum vacuum fluctuations, which are highly relevant for present time observations, during the inflationary era were at subhorizon scales, that is, their wavelength was much smaller than the Comoving Hubble radius, which is defined to be r H = 1 a(t)H(t) . Since in the context of inflationary evolution, the Hubble horizon decreases in size during inflation, these modes freeze once these exit the horizon, with this exit occurring when the contracting Hubble horizon becomes equal to the wavelength of these primordial modes. After that, in the classical inflationary approach, these modes become classical perturbations, and these superhorizon modes evolve in a classical way. Actually, these superhorizon modes are conserved after their freezing at the Hubble horizon exit. Eventually, after the reheating process, and during the horizon expansion, these initially frozen modes, re-enter the horizon, and these are actually the modes that are relevant for present time observations. In effect, the gravitational collapse of these frozen superhorizon perturbation modes, is responsible for the formation of our Universe's large-scale structure. Also the anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background are generated by the subhorizon modes, which were frozen after the horizon crossing.
As we already mentioned, in the context of the inflationary evolution, the Comoving Hubble radius shrinks in a nearly exponential way. Particularly, at the initial singularity, that cannot be avoided in the standard inflationary scenario, the comoving Hubble radius was large and therefore the primordial perturbations were subhorizon modes, with their comoving wavenumber satisfying,
or in terms of the wavelength, λ ≪ (H(t)a(t)) −1 . Perturbations coming from vacuum fluctuations are generated during the whole evolution, but the most important for the present time observations, are the ones with wavelength smaller than the Comoving Hubble radius. During inflation, the Comoving Hubble radius decreases dramatically, and at some time instance t = t H , the perturbations exit the horizon, when k = a(t H )H(t H ). After the exit from the horizon, the perturbations freeze and evolve classically, meaning that the comoving curvature perturbations do not have a quantum nature anymore, and the quantum expectation value of the comoving curvature perturbation is the stochastic average of a classical field. This classical evolution describes perfectly what "freezing of the modes" means. After the horizon crossing, the frozen modes become superhorizon modes, satisfying,
After inflation ends, and during the reheating era, the frozen modes reenter the horizon, and this makes possible to have observational data relevant to the inflationary era. Actually, these initially frozen modes correspond to the high energy era, and these are conserved until the horizon reentry, which is the low energy era.
Having described the inflationary picture of cosmological evolution, let us now describe the cosmological evolution in terms of the singular bounce appearing in Eq. (3), for which, the Comoving Hubble radius r H (t) = 1 a(t)H(t) reads,
Hence, since for a Type IV singularity, the parameter α satisfies α > 1, the Comoving Hubble radius r H (t) strongly diverges at the bouncing point, which is also the point that the singularity occurs. Now, this behavior dictates that basically all the cosmological modes that are important for the present day observations, were at subhorizon scales at the bouncing point, since all the modes satisfy k ≫ H(t s )a(t s ) = 0 at the bouncing point, or in terms of the wavelength, λ ≪ r H . For cosmological times right after the bouncing point, that is t > t s , the comoving Hubble radius decreases, in an exponential way. For example for two time instances, t = 10 −20 sec and t = 10 −10 sec, the fraction of the Comoving Hubble radius at these two time instances is,
The above equation, namely Eq. (11), is very important for our analysis as we shall see. But which modes are the observationally relevant modes? And in addition, does the F (R) gravity description appearing in Eq. (7) still describe the near to the bounce cosmological times? This can be easily answered by looking Eq. (11), and by assuming for example that t s = 10 −35 sec, we can clearly see that even modes corresponding to t = 10 −10 sec, yield t − t s → 0. So practically, the modes which correspond to cosmic times near the bounce, are the observationally relevant for our analysis, since these contain all the relevant information for the early quantum fluctuating vacuum.
The above considerations indicate that the modes for which t − t s → 0, practically will determine the spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations, since these are the subhorizon modes at early times. In the following section we shall study in detail the power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations, and we analyze in detail the observational implications of our analysis.
Before we proceed it is worth discussing an important issue that will make the analysis that follows more clear. The singular bounce of Eq. (4) is different in comparison to other bouncing cosmologies, mainly because the era near the bouncing point has a peculiar feature. Particularly, the Hubble horizon quantified in terms of the corresponding Comoving Hubble radius r H (t) = 1 a(t)H(t) , is infinite for cosmic times near the bouncing point, so we shall assume that the cosmic time is of the order t ≃ 10 −35 sec, which is very small. This is in contrast to the Comoving Hubble radius of the matter bounce scenario, in which case the Comoving Hubble radius is finite near the bouncing point era.
In Fig. 1 we plotted the Comoving Hubble radius as a function of the cosmic time, for the matter bounce scenario (left plot) and for the singular bounce scenario (right plot). Therefore the physical interpretation of the era near the bouncing points for the two bouncing cosmologies is totally different. In the matter bounce scenario, the cosmological fourier modes relevant for present time observations originate at an era much more earlier from the bouncing point, and particularly the cosmological perturbations are generated during the contraction era. At that era, for the matter bounce scenario, these primordial modes where at subhorizon scales, since during the contraction era, the Hubble horizon shrinks from an infinite size, as it can be see from the left plot of Fig. 1 . In contrast to this physical picture, the singular bounce case is totally different. Indeed, at large times, the Hubble horizon is shrunk to zero size, and only for cosmic times near the bouncing point, the Hubble horizon has an infinite size. So the primordial modes relevant for present time era are generated for cosmic times near the bouncing point, because only at that time all the primordial modes are contained in the horizon. As the horizon shrinks, these modes exit the horizon and these modes are relevant for present time observations. Hence the physical picture is very different for the singular bounce, in comparison to other bouncing scenarios. We need to note that the behavior of the Hubble radius which we discussed above occurs for small times, this is why we assumed that the perturbation modes corresponding to t ≪ 10 −35 sec will be relevant for the calculation of the power spectrum. This is the reasoning behind our assumption that even modes corresponding to t ≃ 10 −10 sec may belong to the era near the bouncing point. The time instance that the bouncing point may occur is chosen arbitrarily, so we chose t s ≃ 10 −35 sec, which is the typical time scale for chaotic inflation models at Grand Unified Theories scale, however, this choice is arbitrary. What is important is that the primordial cosmological modes originate at the era which occurs at cosmic times for which t − t s → 0. Hence, since if we choose t ≃ 10 −10 sec, this choice may also describe primordial modes, since in this case (10 −10 − 10 −35 )sec≃ 10 −10 sec≪ 1, so indeed at that time the modes are in subhorizon scales for the singular bounce, since the Hubble horizon is infinite for t − t s → 0. This is why we claimed that even modes at cosmic times t ∼ 10 −10 sec may be relevant for present day observations. Of course the choice is irrelevant, the approximation is only what interests us, the numerical value t ∼ 10 −10 sec is just an example. The fact that the Hubble horizon for cosmic times that satisfy t − t s → 0, is infinitely large, justifies the approximation that for modes well inside the horizon, a Bunch-Davies vacuum describes these modes. We also discuss this later on.
B. Scalar Perturbations near the Bounce
In this section we investigate the behavior of the primordial scalar curvature perturbations near the bouncing point, for t → t s . The form of the perturbations of the flat FRW background of Eq. (1), is assumed to be of the form [1, 37] ,
where the scalar functions ψ, φ, γ and β are smooth scalar perturbations. In principle, perturbations are more easy to analyze in terms of gauge invariant quantities, so for the study of perturbations we shall focus in analyzing the following gauge invariant quantity,
with σ = dF dR . Note that the gauge invariant quantity Φ is known as the comoving curvature perturbation. The master equation that describes the evolution of the primordial scalar perturbations of the F (R) gravity theory is,
with the term Q(t), for the F (R) gravity case, being equal to [37] ,
where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to the cosmic time t. For the singular bounce case of Eq. (3), it is rather difficult to find an analytic solution of differential equation (14), so we shall seek an approximate solution for cosmological times near the bouncing point, that is for t − t s ≃ 0. Prior proceeding to the approximate solution, after some simple manipulations, the differential equation (14) becomes,
By using the form of the F (R) gravity appearing in Eq. (7), after some tedious algebraic manipulations, the differential equation that describes the evolution of the scalar primordial perturbations near the bouncing point, is the following,
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the cosmic time t. The differential equation (17) has the following analytic solution,
where for convenience we introduced the variable x = t − t s , and in addition µ = 1 2 (1 + 2α), while J µ (t) and Y µ (t) are the Bessel functions of first and second kind respectively. Moreover, C 1 and C 2 are arbitrary integration constants, which be specified later and will be determined by the Bunch-Davies vacuum state for Φ. Since we are interested in the limit x → 0, we can simplify the expression in Eq. (18), by taking the limit x → 0 for the two Bessel functions, which yield,
In the limit x → 0, the most dominant is the last term, so the evolution of the comoving curvature scalar perturbation near the Type IV singularity becomes approximately equal to,
Hence in the vacuum F (R) case, the evolution of the comoving curvature perturbation behaves as a power-law function of the variable x. The next step is to investigate whether the power spectrum is scale invariant or not, at least near the bouncing point and always having in mind that we only have an approximate expression for both the F (R) gravity and for the comoving curvature perturbation. The comoving curvature perturbation Φ, which is defined in Eq. (13), satisfies the following action, which is of second order in perturbation [2] ,
with the variable Q s , being defined in terms of Q(t) as follows, Q s = 4 κ 2 Q(t) and Q(t) is defined in Eq. (15) . According to the cosmological perturbation theory [1, 2] , the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations for the gauge invariant scalar field quantity Φ, is defined as follows,
which as is obvious from Eq. (22), it is evaluated at the horizon crossing, when k = a(t H )H(t H ), where t H is the cosmic time at which the horizon crossing occurs. By substituting the comoving curvature perturbation Φ from Eq. (20) , the behavior of the power spectrum as a function of the wavenumber k, is approximately,
At this point it is not possible to determine whether the power spectrum is scale invariant or not, since the condition k = a(t)H(t) and also the constant C 2 contains some k-dependence. Therefore, we should further investigate the k-dependence of the aforementioned terms. We start off with the term (t − t s ) 1 2 +α−2µ , which should be evaluated by using the condition k = a(t)H(t). The latter, owing to the fact that for t − t s ≃ 0, yields the following condition,
since a(t) ≃ 1 and therefore even at the horizon crossing we have k ≃ H(t). Now we proceed to find the k-dependence of the integration constant C 2 , and in order to do so we first notice that near the bouncing point, since t ≃ t s , the conformal time τ , which is defined as dτ = a −1 (t)dt, is identical to the cosmic time, since the scale factor near the bounce satisfies a(t) ≃ 1. Hence in the following, where the conformal time is used, we shall assume it is identical to the cosmic time t. We shall use this feature of the theory near the bounce, in order to reveal the k-dependence of C 2 . We introduce the variable u [2] , which is defined as u = z s Φ, with z s = Q(t)a(t), and Q(t) is defined in Eq. (15) . Since near the bounce, a(t) ≃ 1, the variable z s satisfies z s ≃ Q(t), and hence u satisfies,
Writing the action of Eq. (21) in terms of u, it becomes near the bounce,
with the prime in this case denoting differentiation with respect to the conformal time, which near the bouncing point is identical to the cosmic time, as we evinced earlier. The k-dependence of the integration constant C 2 will be determined by the initial vacuum state of the canonical field u, which is the Bunch-Davies vacuum state [2] , at the time instance t = t s , so the field u satisfies,
where the imaginary phase will be eliminated since the power spectrum is determined by the norm of the comoving curvature |Φ(t = t s )| 2 . The Bunch-Davies vacuum choice is justified since the primordial modes at t = t s are well inside the Hubble horizon, as it can be seen from Fig. 1 .
Therefore, by using Eq. (25), we obtain,
and since near t ≃ t s , Q(t) is approximately equal to Q(t) ≃ 6 κ 2 , we finally have,
By combining Eqs. (29), (24) and (23), the k-dependence of the power spectrum P R , receives the following form,
Therefore, the power spectrum at a first glance is not scale invariant, but let us investigate if it can be scale invariant for some value of α. The spectral index of primordial curvature perturbations n s , is defined in terms of the power spectrum, as follows,
and hence, for the power spectrum of Eq. (30), it becomes,
The latest Planck data [3] constraint the spectral index of primordial curvature perturbations as follows,
and as it can be checked, the spectral index of Eq. (32), cannot be compatible with the value given in Eq. (33), for no value of α. This result is of some importance, since we concluded that in the case of the singular bounce, if the curvature perturbations relevant for present time observations, originate from the era near the bouncing point, the resulting power spectrum is not scale invariant. This means that the singular bounce is not a cosmologically viable scenario, however we need to be cautious before we conclude this. This is because, the resulting picture is just an approximation near the bounce, which was necessary due to the absence of analyticity.
However, it is possible that the singular bounce itself is not a cosmologically viable scenario. This is an interesting possibility, since the singular bounce might describe the early Universe, and then an alternative cosmological scenario is needed, so that the primordial curvature perturbations are generated during the corresponding era. Such a combined cosmological evolution was described in Ref. [31] , see also [32] . In fact, such a scenario is compelling in the singular bounce case, since there are two more reasons indicating that the singular bounce is incomplete. We discuss these issues in the next section.
C. Flaws of the Singular Bounce Evolution and Possible Viable Singular Cosmological Scenarios
One of the two reasons that the singular bounce might not be an attractive cosmological scenario, unless it is combined with another scenario, is the fact that the primordial curvature perturbations corresponding to the era near the bounce, do not "freeze", after the horizon exit. In fact, these are not conserved and actually they grow linearly with time, as we now evince. Before we proceed, we need to note that this feature appears in viable bouncing cosmologies, like for example in the matter bounce scenario [13] , where the perturbations grow too. After the horizon exit, the wavenumber k satisfies k ≪ a(t)H(t), and therefore the last term in the differential equation (14) , that determines the evolution of the perturbations, can be neglected, so it becomes,
and by solving it, the solution becomes,
with the function Q(t) appearing in Eq. (15), and C 1 , C 3 are arbitrary integrations constants. Obviously, the integral in Eq. (35) determines whether the perturbations are conserved, and this critically depends on the cosmic times for which the relation k ≪ a(t)H(t) holds true. In fact, the cosmic times for which k ≪ a(t)H(t), satisfy t ≫ t s , but this does not mean that t ≫ 1. In fact, it is possible that t − t s ≃ 0, although that t ≫ t s . For example, if t ≃ 10 −15 sec, it still holds true that (t − t s ) ≃ 0, but also that t ≫ t s . Hence, since as we evinced earlier, for t − t s ≃ 0, the function Q(t) satisfies Q(t) ≃ 6 κ 2 , and also the scale factor is a(t) ≃ 1, we obtain that the integral in Eq. (35) yields a linear dependence on t,
so the primordial perturbations after the horizon exit, grow linearly in time. Apart from this rather unwanted feature, there is also another indication that the singular bounce must be combined with another cosmological scenario. It is the fact that the Comoving Hubble radius for the singular bounce always shrinks, and does not expand. Let us analyze this in some detail. Every viable cosmological description of our Universe definitely has to describe the inflationary era and after that the reheating process. An important feature of the inflationary era, is that the Hubble horizon shrinks in an exponential way, and after inflation ends, it starts to expand again. In this way, the primordial modes, which freeze at the horizon exit during inflation, reenter the horizon, as this expands at a later time. Note that even today, the era between the horizon exit and reentry, is not fully understood, which means that a complete theory will successfully fill in the theoretical gaps. Unfortunately, one not so appealing feature of the singular bounce, is that after the bounce, the horizon shrinks for all times, so this means that the horizon reentry cannot be described in adequate way. Also, the fact that the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations corresponding to cosmic times near the bounce, is not scale invariant, and cannot be in any physical way scale invariant (unless α is a complex number), this clearly indicates that the singular bounce has to be combined with another cosmological scenario, and together they might yield a viable cosmological description. Such examples have been studied in [31] and also [32] . The perturbations in the model of [31] , do not correspond to the radiation bouncing phase, but to a much more later time, so scale invariance could be achieved. It might also be possible that the same principle applies for the singular bounce too. In fact, the singular bounce can describe the quantum era, which comes much before the cosmologically relevant for present time observations modes. So in some way, the shrinking horizon might continue until a time instance, much after the bounce, and then the horizon exit might occur. This scenario is quite interesting and will be studied in a future work.
IV. EINSTEIN FRAME PICTURE OF THE SINGULAR BOUNCE
Having discussed the implications of the singular bounce in the Jordan frame, it is worth discussing what is the corresponding picture in the Einstein frame. Particularly it is interesting to see how the singular bounce cosmology with scale factor as in Eq. (4), behaves in the Einstein frame, if it is appropriately conformally transformed. The conformal transformation of the Jordan frame F (R) gravity of Eq. (7) results to a canonical scalar field action, with a scalar potential. Particularly, the potential of the R 2 Lagrangian of Eq. (7) results to a nearly R 2 potential, as shown in [39] . This kind of potentials were firstly studied in [33] , and the original Jordan frame R 2 theory was firstly studied and introduced in Ref. [33] . Before discussing how the flat FRW metric of Eq. (1) with scale factor (4) transforms in the Einstein frame, we firstly describe the formalism of the conformal transformation from the Einstein to the Jordan frame. For more details on this see [30] .
The Jordan frame action of the F (R) gravity of Eq. (7) is the following,
withĝ µν denoting the Jordan frame metric tensor, the line element of which we assume to be the FRW metric of Eq.
(1) with scale factor (4) . By introducing the auxiliary scalar field A, the Jordan frame action of Eq. (37), can be written in terms of this auxiliary scalar field as follows,
By varying the action (38) with respect to the scalar field A, we obtain the solution A = R, which implies that the actions of Eqs. (37) and (38), are mathematically equivalent. In order to find the Einstein frame counterpart action of Eq. (38), we perform the following conformal transformation,
In the above equation (39), the canonical scalar field ϕ represents the Einstein frame scalar field. Accordingly, the conformal transformation of the Jordan frame metricĝ µν , is given below,
and with g µν we denote the Einstein frame metric. Under the conformal transformation of Eq. (40), we can easily obtain the Einstein frame action of the canonical scalar field ϕ, which is,
where the scalar potential V (ϕ) appearing in Eq. (41), is equal to,
In the case at hand, for the F (R) gravity of Eq. (7), the scalar potential of the canonical scalar field ϕ is equal to,
This kind of potentials are studied in [39] . Our aim in this section is not to study the conformally transformed Einstein frame scalar theory, but to see how the metric transforms in the Einstein frame, emphasizing on the behavior of the transformed metric near the bouncing point of the Jordan frame metric. Recall that the Jordan frame metric line element is,
In order to reveal the behavior of the transformation near the bouncing point, we shall make use of (39) and find how this behaves near the bouncing point. Since F ′ (R) = 1 + 2a 2 R and also A = R, the Eq. (39), is rewritten as follows,
Moreover, the Ricci scalar for the singular bounce is,
which for the case of a Type IV singularity it can be approximated as follows,
so the expression in Eq. (45) can be written in the following way,
Under the conformal transformation (40), by also combining Eq. (48), the metric (44) becomes,
We can rewrite the metric (49) by using another variablet, as follows,
where the variablet is related to t in the following way,
and the scale factorã(t) is related to a(t) as,
By integrating (51), we get,t
where t i some fiducial time. The integral can be approximated near the singularity by the following expression,
with b s being equal to b s = −A(t i − t s ) and also with A standing for,
By substituting Eq. (55) in the scale factor relation (52), the resulting scale factorã(t) is equal to,
Therefore, the singular bounce metric of Eq. (44) which describes a Type IV singular evolution, under a conformal transformation it becomes near the bouncing point,
The Hubble rate corresponding to the cosmological evolution of Eq. (57), is equal to,
from which is obvious that there exists a finite-time singularity att = b s , for all values of α, with α > 1. Notice that also the scale factor (56) also has a finite-time singularity att = b s , so according to the classification of finitetime singularities we presented in section II, the conformally transformed Jordan frame singular bounce becomes a FRW metric with a Big Rip finite-time singularity. This is a qualitatively valuable result, because for the vacuum F (R) gravity, the Jordan frame Type IV singularity is transformed to a Big Rip in the Einstein frame. We need to note that this results holds for cosmic times near t ≃ t s , since only in this case, the F (R) gravity is given by Eq. (7). Nevertheless the resulting qualitative picture is appealing, since a soft Jordan frame singularity, becomes a crushing type singularity in the Einstein frame. Note that, the change of inflation to bounce was also observed in the transformation from non-minimal to minimal scalar theory [40] . On the other hand, it is known that scalar-tensor theory with a Big Rip singularity in the Einstein frame, after transformed to the corresponding F (R) theory, it may lead to a complex F (R) gravity [42] . Also a thorough study on the correspondence of finite-time singularities was performed in Ref. [41] , where it was shown that in the two frames, in principle the finite-time singularities are of different type. Also it is possible to see that acceleration in one frame may lead to deceleration in the other frame. This correspondence in the two frames needs further exploration, since this issue is highly non-trivial.
V. SLOW-ROLL INDICES FOR THE F (R) GRAVITY DESCRIPTION OF THE SINGULAR BOUNCE
The dynamics of the cosmological evolution is determined by the slow-roll parameters [37] , which indicate whether inflationary evolution occurs and if yes, how much time does it lasts. In the case we study in this paper, there is no inflationary era, since a bounce model is studied, however, the dynamical evolution of the bounce is determined by the slow-roll parameters. In this section, we shall investigate how the slow-roll parameters behave in the context of the singular bounce. We shall calculate these in the context of a modified F (R) gravity, and we shall be interested in the Hubble flow parameters, which were introduced in Ref. [37] , and these are defined as follows [37, 38] ,
with σ = dF dR and this time, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the Ricci scalar. As we already mentioned, the Hubble flow parameters of Eq. (59) determine the dynamics of the cosmological evolution, and for the case of the inflationary paradigm, if these become of order one, inflation ends. However, for a bouncing cosmology, there is no point to discuss the inflationary dynamics, so we concentrate on the behavior of the Hubble flow parameters, and discuss how these affect the qualitative behavior of the cosmological evolution.
Therefore, we calculate the Hubble flow parameters of Eq. (59), for the case of the singular bounce cosmology of Eq. (3) for the F (R) gravity case, given in Eq. (7). We shall emphasize to the behavior of the Hubble flow parameters near the Type IV singularity. We start off with the parameter ǫ 1 , which reads,
Recall that for a Type IV singularity, the parameter α has to be satisfy α > 1, so in effect, the parameter ǫ 1 strongly diverges at the Type IV singularity, which occurs at t = t s . The parameter ǫ 2 for an F (R) gravity is zero, so we proceed to the calculation of ǫ 3 , which for the singular evolution (3) it reads,
which near the Type IV singularity behaves as follows,
Clearly, at the Type IV singularity the parameter ǫ 3 diverges too, as the first Hubble flow parameter ǫ 1 , and the same behavior persists for the parameter ǫ 4 , which for the singular bounce Hubble rate behaves as,
which can be simplified near the Type IV singularity as follows,
from which we can see that for α > 1, the Hubble flow parameter ǫ 4 diverges too at t = t s . The resulting physical picture is the following: for the singular bounce Hubble rate (3), the Hubble flow parameters (59) strongly diverge at the Type IV singularity point t = t s . This behavior is compelling and should be interpreted correctly. The singularities at the Hubble flow parameters indicate that the dynamics of the cosmological evolution is abruptly interrupted at the Type IV singularity. This means that at the Type IV singularity, the cosmological solution that described the cosmological evolution up to that point, ceases to be the final attractor of the theory, and the cosmological dynamical system will choose another solution to be it's final attractor. Of course in the context of the singular bounce, we cannot see the complete theory that could describe this picture, but a complete theoretical description, to which the singular bounce would be a part, could effectively describe the aforementioned behavior. The fact that the theory of the singular bounce ceases to be the final attractor of the theory, is also supported by the fact that the resulting power spectrum originating from the era near the bounce, is not and cannot be scale invariant. Hence, as these two results indicate, if the singular bounce is to be considered a viable part of a cosmological evolution, it has to be combined with another cosmological scenario yet to be found, in the context of which, the power spectrum will be scale invariant and also this new cosmological solution will be the final attractor of the theory. We need to clarify one issue before we continue. We mentioned in the text above that the Type IV singularity affects in a crucial way the dynamical evolution of the cosmological model under study. However, this can be in contrast to the claim that the Universe may pass smoothly through a Type IV singularity, therefore we need to further clarify this seemingly oxymoron claims. When we say that the Universe passes smoothly through a Type IV singularity, we mean that the observable physical quantities classified earlier, which are, the scale factor, the Hubble rate, the effective pressure, the effective energy density and the curvature scalars, are finite at a Type IV finite time singularity. However, the quantities that quantify the dynamical evolution may develop instabilities, so the dynamics of the evolution is affect by the Type IV singularity and this occurs only in some cases and not always. Therefore with the terminology smooth passage, we mean that the physical quantities we just mentioned are finite.
A. The Hubble Slow-Roll Parameters for a Type IV Singular Evolution
Let us now calculate another set of slow-roll parameters which are quite frequently used in the literature, which are the Hubble slow-roll parameters [28] . We consider these in the context of the Jordan frame F (R) gravity we studied in this paper, appearing in Eq. (7), and we are mainly concerned in finding their behavior near the Type IV singularity. As in the Hubble flow parameters case we studied in the previous section, the Hubble slow-roll parameters also determine the dynamical evolution of the cosmological system under study. As we shall demonstrate, the Hubble slow-roll parameters also become singular at the Type IV singularity, as was probably expected. The Hubble slow-roll parameters are two parameters, which we denote as ǫ H and η H , and these are equal to, [28] ,
So by using the Hubble rate of Eq. (3), the first Hubble slow-roll parameter ǫ H becomes,
and correspondingly, the slow-roll parameter η H becomes equal to,
From both equations (66) and (67), it is obvious that in the case of a Type IV singularity at t = t s , the Hubble slowroll parameters ǫ H and η H diverge at the singularity point, and hence a strong instability occurs in the dynamical evolution of the cosmological system. Hence, as in the case of the Hubble flow parameters, the divergent Hubble slow-roll parameters indicate dynamical instability. Thus, in contrast to the other types of singularities, the Type IV singularity does not result to infinite physical quantities at the singularity point, but the effect of the Type IV singularity appears at the level of the dynamical evolution, which becomes abruptly interrupted at the singularity point.
Before we close this section, and important remark is on order. In principle, someone could claim that the singularities in the Hubble slow-roll parameters would lead to a singular spectral index of primordial curvature perturbations n s , via the equation,
However, this is not true, since the above equation (68) is valid only when the Hubble slow-roll parameters satisfy ǫ H ≪ 1 and η H ≪ 1, that is, when the slow-roll condition holds true. Obviously if the slow-roll condition does not hold true for the Hubble slow-roll parameters, then the only way of consistently calculating the spectral index of primordial curvature perturbations n s , is by calculating the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations, as we did in a previous section, and from it, by using Eq. (31), the spectral index can be easily and consistently calculated. As it can be seen from Eq. (32), the Type IV singularity has no effect on the spectral index n s , if the latter is correctly calculated. Of course, the relation (68) can be safely used for time instances away from the singularity, in which case the result for n s is consistent, but the appearance of singularities should not be misinterpreted.
VI. SINGULAR EVOLUTION UNIFYING EARLY-TIME AND LATE-TIME: THE MODIFIED STAROBINSKY MODEL CASE
As we discussed in the previous sections, the singular bounce cosmology with Hubble rate (3), cannot describe a viable a singular cosmology by itself, since the quantitative features of the theory, with regards to observational quantities, are not appealing at all. Hence, it has to be combined with other cosmological scenarios, for example by being a part of a viable cosmological evolution, describing perhaps the quantum era. But in general, the singular evolution can be generalized in such a way, so that viable cosmological evolution is generated, for which compatibility with Planck data is achieved. In addition, in such a successful singular description, the qualitative features of a viable cosmological evolution, such as the early and late-time acceleration, and also the matter domination and radiation domination eras, have to be described successfully. In this section we briefly present a generalization of the singular evolution (3) , to support our argument that in general, the Type IV singular cosmology can have quite appealing properties.
Consider the following cosmological evolution,
with t s , H 0 , t 0 , γ, δ, H i , f 0 and t i , constant parameters that will be chosen appropriately in order for the Hubble rate (69) to describe a viable cosmology. The Hubble rate of Eq. (69) has the same singularity structure as the Hubble rate of the singular bounce, therefore, for δ > 1 and γ > 1, the cosmological evolution develops two different Type IV singularities, at t = t s and at t = t 0 respectively. The cosmological evolution is chosen in such a way so that it can describe early-time and late-time acceleration and also the matter domination era. In order to see this, we assume that the time instance t s occurs at the end of the inflationary era, and also the time instance occurs at a much more later time than t s , that is t 0 ≫ t s . Particularly, the time instance t 0 is assumed to occur during the intermediate era between the present time and the end of the inflationary era, and therefore t 0 ≪ t p . The parameters H 0 and H i are assumed to satisfy H 0 , H i ≫ 1, and particularly, these are chosen to be identical to the parameters appearing in the Jordan frame R 2 inflation model, see for example Ref. [22] . Let us proceed to investigate what kind of cosmology does the model of Eq. (69) describes, starting with early times. As we assumed, the first Type IV singularity occurs at t = t s , which is assumed to occur at early times, so for t ∼ t s , the Hubble rate (69) becomes,
owing to the fact that the term ∼ , and in addition the term that contains the two Type IV singularities, namely ∼ (t−t s ) γ (t−t 0 ) δ , vanishes at t ≃ t s . Hence at early-time, the singular cosmology of Eq. (69), becomes approximately the Starobinsky R 2 inflation model [22, 33] , which is compatible to the observational data coming from Planck [3] . This feature is very appealing, since the two singularities were eliminated at early-time, leaving only the R 2 inflation model, thus the singular cosmological evolution (69) can potentially generate a nearly scale invariant power spectrum.
Proceeding to the study of later times, the Hubble rate near t ≃ t 0 , is approximately equal to,
since the term ∼ e −(t−ts) γ
H0
2 + H i (t − t i ) becomes exponentially suppressed, while the term ∼ (t − t 0 ) δ , is approximately equal to zero. The Hubble rate describes the matter domination era, as it can be easily seen if the effective equation of state (EoS) of the cosmological system is evaluated. So in order to describe the phenomenological picture better, we calculate the EoS for the Hubble rate (69), which reads,
It can be easily checked that at early times, which correspond to cosmic times t ≃ t s , the EoS has the following form,
As we discussed earlier, the parameters H 0 and H i are chosen to satisfy H 0 , H i ≫ 1, so the EoS of Eq. (73) becomes w eff ≃ −1 and hence, as we discussed earlier too, the early-time era is described by a de Sitter acceleration. At cosmic times of the order t ≃ t 0 , which occurs much more later than the time t s and much more earlier than the present time t p , the EoS takes the following form,
and owing to the fact that t ∼ t 0 ≫ t s , and in addition t ≫ 4 3H0 , Eq. (74) becomes,
Owing to the fact that for t ≫ 1, the terms containing the exponential ∼ e −t γ , become exponentially suppressed, the EoS becomes,
and hence the cosmological evolution is described by a nearly a matter dominated era, since w eff ≃ 0. Correspondingly, at late times, the EoS can be approximated as follows,
and by omitting the terms which are exponentially suppressed, but also subdominant terms too, the EoS takes the following form,
Owing to the fact that t ≫ 1, the terms containing ∼ t −1−γ−δ , are subdominant, since γ, δ > 1 in order for Type IV singularities to occur. Thereby, at late times, the EoS is approximately equal to, w eff ≃ −1, which means that the late-time era s also an accelerating era. Therefore, the combination of two singular evolutions can lead to a quite appealing cosmological evolution with the following features:
• Unified description of early and late-time acceleration.
• Successful description of the matter domination era.
• Compatibility with observational data.
However, the brief presentation of the model we performed in this section deserves a thorough analysis, especially the calculation of the power spectrum, the evolution of the Comoving Hubble radius (horizon) and also the exact generation of the model from a modified F (R) gravity. The full analysis of a model similar to the one we discussed in this section is performed in Ref. [45] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied a bounce cosmology with a Type IV singularity occurring at the bouncing point. Our study involved a simple bounce model, and we studied it in the context of modified F (R) gravity theory. Particularly, we focused our study on cosmic times near the Type IV singularity, and we found the approximate form of the F (R) gravity that describes the bounce near the Type IV singularity. The Type IV singularity is not a crushing type singularity, like the Big Rip or the initial singularity, so all the physical quantities that can be defined on the three dimensional spacelike hypersurface defined at t = t s , are finite and therefore the effects of the singularity cannot be seen at the level of physical observable quantities. Moreover, we analyzed the evolution of primordial curvature perturbations, in the context of the approximate F (R) gravity that generates the bounce. Particularly, after properly defining the comoving curvature perturbation, we found the quantum action that this gauge invariant quantity satisfies, and also we presented the differential equation that governs it's evolution. After investigating the evolution of the Comoving Hubble radius, or horizon, for the singular bounce, we determined which modes are relevant for present time observations. We concluded that for this singular bounce scenario, the relevant modes are those which correspond at early times, near the bouncing point. The Hubble horizon for the singular bounce has an infinite radius at the singularity point and shrinks immediately after the singularity point, thus at some instance the relevant for current time observations modes, exit the horizon. The calculation of the power spectrum and of the corresponding spectral index of primordial curvature perturbations, revealed that the power spectrum is not scale invariant and cannot be for any choice of the free parameters of the theory. Therefore, the singular bounce model in the context of F (R) modified gravity is problematic to some extent. In addition, there are also three more reasons for which the singular bounce model is problematic, which are the following:
• The Hubble horizon after the exit of the short wavelength modes, continuously shrinks, without the possibility that it stops shrinking at some point. This is a problem, since in the standard inflationary theory, after the primordial modes exit the Hubble horizon, these freeze, and the horizon after some time, starts to expand again, after the reheating. Hence, these modes reenter the horizon, and this is why these primordial modes become cosmologically relevant for today's observations. Hence, the problem of a continuously shrinking horizon is one of the reasons that the singular bouncing cosmology is problematic.
• The second reason that renders the singular bounce not so appealing, is the fact that the resulting power spectrum, generated at cosmic times near the Type IV singularity, is not scale invariant.
• The third reason is that the short wavelength primordial modes, after these exit the horizon, they do not freeze, but grow in time, in a linear way.
• The predictability of the theory is limited since the perturbations grow after the horizon crossing, and these are not conserved. Hence by calculating simply the power spectrum at the horizon crossing does not suffice. Regardless of that however, the model does not produce a scale invariant spectrum in its F (R) gravity, so it is not viable anyway.
So the next step for the singular bounce is that, in order to be considered viable, it has to be combined with another cosmological scenario, which will eventually generate the primordial perturbations which are scale invariant, and the short wavelength modes will freeze after the horizon exit. In addition, the horizon will eventually expand again, and therefore the frozen modes will reenter the horizon again. Such a scenario in the context of the radiation bounce scenario of Loop Quantum Cosmology [43] , was presented in Ref. [31] . In some sense, it seems that the singular bounce will describe the quantum era of the cosmological system, and this era will be followed by another cosmological era, which will generate a scale invariant power spectrum and will be responsible for all the rest features, which the singular bounce itself fails to describe. We need to note however, that our study involved an approximate form of the F (R) gravity, and therefore, we should investigate if any modification on the form of the F (R) gravity, will change the resulting picture. For example, if the Loop Quantum Cosmology corrected F (R) gravity [44] is used, it may be possible that the spectrum might be scale invariant, in which case, the results of this study are just an artifact of the approximations we made for the F (R) gravity near the bouncing point. In addition, perhaps the linear perturbation theory analysis breaks down even in the case of the Type IV singularity, or it is just that the power spectrum is not scale invariant.
Another important feature of the Type IV singularity is that it does not result to any singular observable quantity, but affects crucially the dynamical evolution of the cosmological system. Particularly, we calculated the slow-roll indices, which determine the dynamical evolution, and as we demonstrated, these become singular at the singularity point. This clearly indicates that cosmological solution which governed the cosmological system, ceases to be the final attractor of the theory, and therefore the singular bounce, which may described the system for t < 0 and until t = t s , ceases to describe the system for t > t s , since it becomes dynamically unstable. This result supports our claim that the singular bounce has to be combined with another scenario in order to be viable, since the singular bounce itself is unstable.
An interesting feature of the Jordan frame singular bounce, is that when the theory is conformally transformed in the Einstein frame, the corresponding Einstein frame metric develops a Big Rip singularity. So for times near the bounce, the Jordan frame Type IV singular bounce becomes a Big Rip singularity in the Einstein frame. This feature certainly deserves some attention, and a study on this issue will be presented in a future work.
As a final task, we briefly investigated a generalized cosmological model, which contained two Type IV singularities. As we demonstrated, the resulting picture was quite appealing, since we were able to describe with the same model, early-time and late-time acceleration, but also the matter domination era. In order to see this, we calculated the effective equation of state of the cosmological system, and the behavior we discussed indeed holds true. The cosmological model itself is a generalization of the singular bounce model, and the singular part becomes relevant only at late times. Also the observational data can be compatible with this model, since the model is similar to the Starobinsky R 2 inflation model, which is compatible to the Planck data. However, the study was brief and deserves a more thorough analysis, which we intend to do in the future.
At this point it is worth highlighting the most important outcomes we found in this work, in order to compare the present work with previous works:
• We examined a soft type of singularity and we investigated the phenomenological implications on a non-crushing type singular bounce. In most works appearing in the literature, the bounces are not singular, but in our case a soft type singularity, namely a Type IV singularity, occurs at the bouncing point. This is the first time in the literature that a soft type singularity occurs for a bounce scenario.
• We investigated how the singularity affects the power spectrum, and most importantly we addressed in detail the question referring in which era the primordial perturbations are actually generated. In contrast to the existing bouncing cosmology scenarios, in the singular bounce case, the perturbations are generated during the beginning of the expanding phase, and not during the contracting phase.
• We examined the viability of the singular bounce in the context of F (R) gravity, and in contrast to the same problem in the context of F (G) gravity, which was performed in [21] , in the case at hand the primordial power spectrum is not scale invariant, and the spectral index is not compatible with the Planck data.
• We also calculated the evolution of perturbations after the horizon crossing, and as we showed, the perturbations grow, a fact that renders the present singular Type IV singular bounce scenario, invalid, at least in the context of F(R) gravity, in contrast to the F (G) case [21] .
• Finally, we argued that the singular bounce scenario should be combined with some sort of post-bounce inflationary scenario, in order for the primordial power spectrum to be compatible with the data. These kind of scenarios often appear in the literature [46, 47] , so it might be possible that this bounce-inflation combination might yields interesting results.
In conclusion, the singular bounce model may be a part of a viable cosmological evolution, but cannot be itself a correct description of our Universe for all times. The interesting task is to find what form should have the cosmological scenario that will follow after the singular bounce, with the most possible one is that of a variant Λ Cold Dark Matter model. We hope to thoroughly address these issues in a future work.
Appendix: The Explicit Forms of the Parameters a1 and a2 Appearing in Text
Here we quote the explicit form of the parameters a 1 and a 2 appearing in Eq. (7) . Particularly, these are given in terms of the parameters C, A and B, as follows,
In turn, the parameters C, A and B as proved in [23] , are equal to, 
with regards to A, while the rest of the parameters, namely B and C, are equal to, B =6f 0 (1 + 4α)C 1 f 0 2(α + 1) .
Note that C 1 is an arbitrary parameter, which is equal to [23] , , which is imposed by the constraint,
